Part I - K760 70mm backset parts Illustrated

Part II - Instruction for Hand Change

- Open the main Lock Case Assembly C5 is not necessary to do the hand change. Please read carefully the steps followed prior to disassemble the lock case.

  Step 1 - Disassemble the Lock front / Extension Bracket FB from the Main Lock Case Assembly C5 by removing Screw/Post set A1 and A2
  Step 2 - Rotate the Latch L1 for 180 degree
  Step 3 - Lean backward the Auxiliary Latch L2 and remove. Rotate 180 degree and snap back to the Auxiliary Rod L7
  Step 4 - Engage the Lock Front Extension Bracket assembly FB to the Main Lock Case Assembly C5 and fasten the Screw/Post A1 + A2

Part III - Instruction for Backset converting - from 70mm to 50mm

Batons K series mortise lock case is designed for easy converting the backset, without disassembling / open the main Lock Case Assemble. Please read carefully the steps followed prior to disassemble the lock case.

No. M760 70mm Convert to 50mm backset from a 70mm backset mortise lock case

Parts needed

- Latch / 50mm
- Auxiliary Latch / 50mm

Step 1 - Disassemble the Lock front / Extension Bracket FB from the Main Lock Case Assembly by removing Screw/Post set A1 + A2
Step 2 - Lean forward to remove the Auxiliary Latch L3
Step 3 - Press the Latch L1 towards the Case to unscrew the Latch Screw L4, Remove Latch L1 and Latch Spacer L2

Step 4 - Install the 50mm Latch L5 and fasten with the Latch Screw L4
Step 5 - Install the 50mm Auxiliary Latch L6 in place

Step 7 - Line up the Key Gate K1 on to the slot behind the slot with slot cut at higher side.
Step 8 - Line up the Latch L5 + L6 and engage the Case C5 with Lock Front F, fasten with Screw/Post set A3 + A4

Step 6 - Unfasten Screw/Post set A3 + A4 to remove the Extension Bracket B2 and Gate Extension K2

Blocking/inactive Holdback feature

The lock case constructs with key-operated Hold-back feature. The feature can be blocked by plug the Gate Plug P on to the keyway hole located above the Latch front, operating the Hold-back feature become inaccessible.